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Digital Core
Programming

Question

Response

State the average number of hours of Core Programming per week broadcast by the station on its main program

5.0

stream
State the average number of hours per week of free over-the-air digital video programming broadcast by the

336.0

station on other than its main program stream
State the average number of hours per week of Core Programming broadcast by the station on other than its

7.0

main program stream. See 47 C.F.R. Section 73.671:
Does the Licensee provide information identifying each Core Program aired on its station, including an indication

Yes

of the target child audience, to publishers of program guides as required by 47 C.F.R. Section 73.673?
Does the Licensee certify that at least 50% of the Core Programming counted toward meeting the additional
programming guideline (applied to free video programming aired on other than the main Yes No program
stream) did not consist of program episodes that had already aired within the previous seven days either on the
station's main program stream or on another of the station's free digital program streams?

Yes

Digital Core
Programs(17)

Digital Core
Program (1 of 17)

Response

Program Title

Green Screen Adventures

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturdays at 8:00 a.m. & 8:30 a.m.

Program Regularly
Scheduled
Total times aired at

26

regularly scheduled
time
Total times aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions for
other than
Breaking News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

7 years to 13 years

Audience
Describe the

Green Screen Adventures sparks enthusiasm for writing through age-appropriate sketch comedy,

educational and

original songs, puppetry, and story theatre. The stories are based on the writing of elementary school

informational

students, ages 7-13. Children get the message that their words have power, that their voices are

objective of the

being heard. Our diverse Green Screen company of performers and writers reinforce critical writing

program and how it

skills and share positive social messages. Our educational mission emphasizes the "four C's" as well

meets the definition

as the "three R's" - Curiosity, Confidence, Citizenship, Compassion.

of Core
Programming.
Does the Licensee

Yes

identify the
program by
displaying
throughout the
program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core Program (2 of
17)

Response

Program Title

Travel Thru History

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program

Saturdays at 9:00 a.m. & 9:30 a.m.

Regularly Scheduled
Total times aired at regularly
scheduled time
Total times aired

26

Number of Preemptions

0

Number of Preemptions for
other than Breaking News
Number of Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience

13 years to 16 years

Describe the educational and

"Travel Thru History", with its travelogue format and compelling backstories, entices teens

informational objective of the

to learn more about American history. The show will feature cities and vaction destinations

program and how it meets the

that have more than natural beauty and theme parks to offer. The series appeals to those

definition of Core

with wanderlust and curiosty about the past and its implications for the future.

Programming.
Does the Licensee identify

Yes

the program by displaying
throughout the program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core Program (3 of 17)

Response

Program Title

Mystery Hunters

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program Regularly

Saturdays at 10:00 a.m.& 10:30 a.m.; Sundays at 8:00 & 8:30 a.m.

Scheduled
Total times aired at regularly scheduled

52

time
Total times aired
Number of Preemptions

0

Number of Preemptions for other than
Breaking News
Number of Preemptions Rescheduled
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience

13 years to 16 years

Describe the educational and

Mystery Hunters is a weekly half-hour program designed and produced for

informational objective of the program

viewers 13-16. Every week viewers are taken on a journey around the globe to

and how it meets the definition of Core

investigate the mysteries that have baffled people throughout the ages.

Programming.
Does the Licensee identify the program

Yes

by displaying throughout the program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core Program
(4 of 17)

Response

Program Title

Saved by the Bell

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program

Sundays at 10:00 a.m., at 10:30 a.m., at 11:00 a.m., and at 11:30 a.m.

Regularly Scheduled

Total times aired at

52

regularly scheduled
time
Total times aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions for other
than Breaking News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

13 years to 16 years

Audience
Describe the

SAVED BY THE BELL features six enterprising, adventurous teenage students with inventive

educational and

schemes and mischievous dreams. The series follows the teens throughout their fun-filled days at

informational objective

Bayside school and their antic-filled nights at their favorite hangout, The Max. Told from the kids'

of the program and

point of view, the series presents the conflicts and chuckles that teen romances inevitably deliver.

how it meets the

Show themes deal with topical issues like peer pressure, self esteem, tolerance and acceptance.

definition of Core
Programming.
Does the Licensee

Yes

identify the program
by displaying
throughout the
program the symbol E
/I?

Digital Core Program (5 of
17)

Response

Program Title

Future Phenoms

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program

Saturdays 10:00 a.m. - Grit

Regularly Scheduled
Total times aired at regularly

13

scheduled time
Total times aired
Number of Preemptions

0

Number of Preemptions for
other than Breaking News
Number of Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience

13 years to 16 years

Describe the educational

A show focusing on today's youth as they pursue their dreams of becoming the next sports

and informational objective

superstars. This program is specifically designed to further the educational and informational

of the program and how it

needs of children, and has educating and informing children as a significant purpose, and

meets the definition of Core

otherwise meets the definition of Core Programming as specified in the Commission rules.

Programming.
Does the Licensee identify

Yes

the program by displaying
throughout the program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core
Program (6
of 17)

Response

Program Title

On the Spot

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturdays 10:30 a.m. - Grit

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times
aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
Describe the

ON THE SPOT adopts a modified question and answer format familiar to broadcast network viewers,

educational

including the targeted age group. The questions fall under curriculum core areas of knowledge in social

and

studies, science, the arts, civics, and mathematics. The format allows for a wide range of topics and allows

informational

topics to be blended, which is a serious asset. The integration of core curriculum areas is a traditional goal

objective of

in education, and On the Spot's energetic blend is a great example of taking curriculum areas out of their

the program

separate boxes and making them a uniform illustration of why knowledge can be important. The series also

and how it

succeeds in modeling individuals of all ages, ethnicities, and both genders as successful, knowledgeable

meets the

individuals. Although there are right and wrong answers, there are right answers from people that every

definition of

audience member can identify with. This is of too-often misunderstood importance for the targeted 13-16

Core

year-old age group. Identifying with a successful representative of one's own group is extremely important,

Programming.

but it is also very important to learn respect for those outside your own group - and this series does that
very well.

Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Core
Program (7 of 17)

Response

Program Title

Better Planet

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturdays 11:00 a.m. - Grit

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times aired

13

at regularly
scheduled time
Total times aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions for
other than
Breaking News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target

13 years to 16 years

Child Audience
Describe the

Better Planet TV features stories about helping the environment. The show serves the educational and

educational and

informational needs of children 13 to 16 years of age with its program content, including the importance

informational

of learning about our environment and ways to improve the quality of life for everyone in the world. The

objective of the

series allows teenagers to explore how individuals in various nations are creating new products and

program and how

changing existing behaviors that lead to improvements and efficiencies in everyday life. The series also

it meets the

offers young viewers scientific information about the ever-changing ecosystem of the earth.

definition of Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee identify
the program by
displaying
throughout the
program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core
Program (8
of 17)

Response

Program Title

Make: television

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 11:30 a.m. - Grit

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times
aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
Describe the

Make: television is the do-it-yourself series for a new generation! It celebrates "Makers" - the inventors,

educational

artists, geeks and just plain everyday folks who mix new and old technology to create new-fangled marvels.

and

Make TV serves the educational and informational needs of children 13 to 16 years of age with its program

informational

content, which focuses on the importance of the creative process when developing new inventions. The

objective of

series features a wide variety of individuals combining their imagination with scientific principles to transform

the program

ordinary junk into an assortment of engineering wonders. From Tesla coils to t-shirt cannons, from cigar-box

and how it

guitars to giant video projectors, imagination is turned into reality! Teen viewers get to see practical math,

meets the

science, technology and engineering concepts combined to create incredible new inventions.

definition of
Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Core
Program (9 of
17)

Response

Program Title

Ocean Mysteries

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturdays 12:00 noon - Grit

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

6

aired at
regularly
scheduled time
Total times
aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions
for other than
Breaking News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

13 years to 16 years

Child Audience
Describe the

Ocean Mysteries offers a fresh approach to the quest for aquatic understanding by blending stories of

educational

fascinating sea creatures, comparisons to popular land animals, and analogies to human experience. The

and

ocean is a mirror - reflecting all the wonders and mysteries of life - and the deeper we look, the more we

informational

see ourselves. Georgia Aquarium, together with Litton Entertainment and Jeff Corwin, is taking the

objective of

cameras around the world in an effort to fathom the ancient connections between life in the sea - and life

the program

on the rest of the planet. The show features unique creatures, exotic locations and fascinating stories that

and how it

quickly draw the whole family into the journeys that the team of experts take as they unlock the mysteries

meets the

of the ocean.

definition of
Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout the
program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core Program (10 of
17)

Response

Program Title

Future Phenoms

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program

Saturdays 12:30 p.m. - Grit

Regularly Scheduled
Total times aired at regularly
scheduled time

6

Total times aired
Number of Preemptions

0

Number of Preemptions for
other than Breaking News
Number of Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience

13 years to 16 years

Describe the educational

A show focusing on today's youth as they pursue their dreams of becoming the next sports

and informational objective

superstars. This program is specifically designed to further the educational and informational

of the program and how it

needs of children, and has educating and informing children as a significant purpose, and

meets the definition of Core

otherwise meets the definition of Core Programming as specified in the Commission rules.

Programming.
Does the Licensee identify

Yes

the program by displaying
throughout the program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core Program
(11 of 17)

Response

Program Title

Missing

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program

Saturdays 10:00 a.m. - Escape

Regularly Scheduled
Total times aired at

13

regularly scheduled
time
Total times aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions for other
than Breaking News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

13 years to 16 years

Audience
Describe the

"Missing" is a weekly half-hour reality series featuring actual cases of missing individuals, both adult

educational and

and juvenile, from across the United States "Missing" serves the educational and informational

informational

needs of children 13 to 16 years of age with its program content, including safety tips and real life

objective of the

stories using various resources to help find missing people. The show is also a public service to

program and how it

communities across the United States and is endorsed by the National Center for Missing and

meets the definition

Exploited Children.

of Core Programming.

Does the Licensee

Yes

identify the program
by displaying
throughout the
program the symbol E
/I?

Digital Core
Program (12 of
17)

Response

Program Title

Better Planet

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturdays 10:30 a.m. - Escape

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times aired

13

at regularly
scheduled time
Total times aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions for
other than
Breaking News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target

13 years to 16 years

Child Audience
Describe the

Better Planet TV features stories about helping the environment. The show serves the educational and

educational and

informational needs of children 13 to 16 years of age with its program content, including the importance

informational

of learning about our environment and ways to improve the quality of life for everyone in the world. The

objective of the

series allows teenagers to explore how individuals in various nations are creating new products and

program and how

changing existing behaviors that lead to improvements and efficiencies in everyday life. The series also

it meets the

offers young viewers scientific information about the ever-changing ecosystem of the earth.

definition of Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee identify
the program by
displaying
throughout the
program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core
Program (13
of 17)

Response

Program Title

Make: television

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturdays 11:00 a.m. - Escape

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times
aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
Describe the

Make: television is the do-it-yourself series for a new generation! It celebrates "Makers" - the inventors,

educational

artists, geeks and just plain everyday folks who mix new and old technology to create new-fangled marvels.

and

Make TV serves the educational and informational needs of children 13 to 16 years of age with its program

informational

content, which focuses on the importance of the creative process when developing new inventions. The

objective of

series features a wide variety of individuals combining their imagination with scientific principles to transform

the program

ordinary junk into an assortment of engineering wonders. From Tesla coils to t-shirt cannons, from cigar-box

and how it

guitars to giant video projectors, imagination is turned into reality! Teen viewers get to see practical math,

meets the

science, technology and engineering concepts combined to create incredible new inventions.

definition of
Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Core
Program (14
of 17)

Response

Program Title

On the Spot

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturdays 11:30 a.m. - Escape

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times
aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
Describe the

ON THE SPOT adopts a modified question and answer format familiar to broadcast network viewers,

educational

including the targeted age group. The questions fall under curriculum core areas of knowledge in social

and

studies, science, the arts, civics, and mathematics. The format allows for a wide range of topics and allows

informational

topics to be blended, which is a serious asset. The integration of core curriculum areas is a traditional goal

objective of

in education, and On the Spot's energetic blend is a great example of taking curriculum areas out of their

the program

separate boxes and making them a uniform illustration of why knowledge can be important. The series also

and how it

succeeds in modeling individuals of all ages, ethnicities, and both genders as successful, knowledgeable

meets the

individuals. Although there are right and wrong answers, there are right answers from people that every

definition of

audience member can identify with. This is of too-often misunderstood importance for the targeted 13-16

Core

year-old age group. Identifying with a successful representative of one's own group is extremely important,

Programming.

but it is also very important to learn respect for those outside your own group - and this series does that
very well.

Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Core
Program (15 of
17)

Response

Program Title

Ocean Mysteries

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturdays 12:00 noon - Escape

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled time
Total times
aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions
for other than
Breaking News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

13 years to 16 years

Child Audience
Describe the

Ocean Mysteries offers a fresh approach to the quest for aquatic understanding by blending stories of

educational

fascinating sea creatures, comparisons to popular land animals, and analogies to human experience. The

and

ocean is a mirror - reflecting all the wonders and mysteries of life - and the deeper we look, the more we

informational

see ourselves. Georgia Aquarium, together with Litton Entertainment and Jeff Corwin, is taking the

objective of

cameras around the world in an effort to fathom the ancient connections between life in the sea - and life

the program

on the rest of the planet. The show features unique creatures, exotic locations and fascinating stories that

and how it

quickly draw the whole family into the journeys that the team of experts take as they unlock the mysteries

meets the

of the ocean.

definition of
Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout the
program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core Program
(16 of 17)

Response

Program Title

Missing

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program

Saturdays 12:30 p.m. - Escape

Regularly Scheduled
Total times aired at
regularly scheduled
time

13

Total times aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions for other
than Breaking News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

13 years to 16 years

Audience
Describe the

"Missing" is a weekly half-hour reality series featuring actual cases of missing individuals, both adult

educational and

and juvenile, from across the United States "Missing" serves the educational and informational

informational

needs of children 13 to 16 years of age with its program content, including safety tips and real life

objective of the

stories using various resources to help find missing people. The show is also a public service to

program and how it

communities across the United States and is endorsed by the National Center for Missing and

meets the definition

Exploited Children.

of Core Programming.
Does the Licensee

Yes

identify the program
by displaying
throughout the
program the symbol E
/I?

Digital Core
Program (17
of 17)

Response

Program Title

Young America Outdoors

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturdays at 10:00 & 1:30 p.m. - Escape (11/1/14-12/27/14)

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

18

aired at
regularly
scheduled time
Total times
aired
Number of
Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions
for other than
Breaking News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled

0

Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

13 years to 16 years

Child Audience
Describe the

This program provides important information about leading a healthy and active lifestyle, "YOUNG

educational

AMERICA OUTDOORS" is an outdoor recreation-based television series and addresses the educational

and

needs of children and adolescents in the age category 13 to 16 years. The series introduces young

informational

viewers to a wide variety of outdoor activities, explaining the benefits of keeping fit while exploring wonders

objective of

of nature. Various episodes focus on hiking and camping, swimming and water skiing, rock-climbing and

the program

mountaineering, explaining how to get the most benefit from outdoor activities while keeping safe and

and how it

respecting the environment. Information is presented in a concise and logical manner that will engage and

meets the

inform its target audience.

definition of
Core
Programming.
Does the
Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout the
program the
symbol E/I?

Yes

Non-Core
Educational and
Informational
Programming (0)

Sponsored Core
Programming (0)

Liaison Contact

Question

Response

Does the Licensee publicize the existence and location of the station's Children's Television Programming

Yes

Reports (FCC 398) as required by 47 C.F.R. Section 73.3526(e)(11)(iii)?
Name of children's programming liaison

Lee Leddy

Address

2 Paragon
Way - Suite
800

City

Freehold

State

NJ

Zip

07728

Telephone Number

732-462-2015

Email Address

leel@pmcmtv.
com

Include any other comments or information you want the Commission to consider in evaluating your
compliance with the Children's Television Act (or use this space for supplemental explanations). This may
include information on any other noncore educational and informational programming that you aired this
quarter or plan to air during the next quarter, or any existing or proposed non-broadcast efforts that will
enhance the educational and informational value of such programming to children. See 47 C.F.R. Section
73.671, NOTES 2 and 3.

Other Matters (17)

Other Matters (1 of
17)

Response

Program Title

Green Screen Adventures

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturdays at 8:00 & 8:30 a.m.

Program Regularly
Scheduled
Total times aired at

26

regularly scheduled
time
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

7 years to 13 years

Audience from
Describe the

Green Screen Adventures sparks enthusiasm for writing through age-appropriate sketch comedy,

educational and

original songs, puppetry, and story theatre. The stories are based on the writing of elementary school

informational

students, ages 7-13. Children get the message that their words have power, that their voices are

objective of the

being heard. Our diverse Green Screen company of performers and writers reinforce critical writing

program and how it

skills and share positive social messages. Our educational mission emphasizes the "four C's" as well

meets the definition

as the "three R's" - Curiosity, Confidence, Citizenship, Compassion.

of Core
Programming.

Other Matters (2 of 17)

Response

Program Title

Mystery Hunters

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program Regularly

Saturdays at 10:00 & 10:30 a.m.; Sundays at 8:00 & 8:30 a.m.

Scheduled
Total times aired at regularly scheduled

52

time
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience from

13 years to 16 years

Describe the educational and

Mystery Hunters is a weekly half-hour program designed and produced for

informational objective of the program

viewers 13-16. Every week viewers are taken on a journey around the globe to

and how it meets the definition of Core

investigate the mysteries that have baffled people throughout the ages.

Programming.

Other Matters (3 of 17)

Response

Program Title

Travel thru History

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program

Saturdays at 9:00 & 9:30 a.m.

Regularly Scheduled
Total times aired at regularly

26

scheduled time
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience

13 years to 16 years

from

Describe the educational and

"Travel Thru History", with its travelogue format and compelling backstories, entices teens

informational objective of the

to learn more about American history. The show will feature cities and vaction destinations

program and how it meets the

that have more than natural beauty and theme parks to offer. The series appeals to those

definition of Core

with wanderlust and curiosty about the past and its implications for the future.

Programming.

Other Matters (4 of 17)

Response

Program Title

Saved by the Bell

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program

Sundays at 10:00, 10:30, 11:00, & 11:30 a.m.

Regularly Scheduled
Total times aired at regularly

52

scheduled time
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

13 years to 16 years

Audience from
Describe the educational and

"Safari" focuses on the areas of global ecology, wildlife biology and species conservation

informational objective of the

and preservation. The series travels to the farthest reaches of the world to bring the viewers

program and how it meets

face to face with some of the planet's most interesting animals. "Safari" explores what needs

the definition of Core

to be done to protect the animals and their habitat so that they can live on in the wild.

Programming.

Other Matters (5 of 17)

Response

Program Title

Future Phenoms

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program

Saturdays 10:00 a.m. - Grit multicast channel

Regularly Scheduled
Total times aired at regularly

13

scheduled time
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

13 years to 16 years

Audience from
Describe the educational

A show focusing on today's youth as they pursue their dreams of becoming the next sports

and informational objective

superstars. This program is specifically designed to further the educational and informational

of the program and how it

needs of children, and has educating and informing children as a significant purpose, and

meets the definition of Core

otherwise meets the definition of Core Programming as specified in the Commission rules.

Programming.

Other
Matters (6 of
17)

Response

Program Title

On the Spot

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturdays 10:30 a.m. - Grit multicast channel

Program
Regularly
Scheduled

Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
from
Describe the

ON THE SPOT adopts a modified question and answer format familiar to broadcast network viewers,

educational

including the targeted age group. The questions fall under curriculum core areas of knowledge in social

and

studies, science, the arts, civics, and mathematics. The format allows for a wide range of topics and allows

informational

topics to be blended, which is a serious asset. The integration of core curriculum areas is a traditional goal

objective of

in education, and On the Spot's energetic blend is a great example of taking curriculum areas out of their

the program

separate boxes and making them a uniform illustration of why knowledge can be important. The series also

and how it

succeeds in modeling individuals of all ages, ethnicities, and both genders as successful, knowledgeable

meets the

individuals. Although there are right and wrong answers, there are right answers from people that every

definition of

audience member can identify with. This is of too-often misunderstood importance for the targeted 13-16

Core

year-old age group. Identifying with a successful representative of one's own group is extremely important,

Programming.

but it is also very important to learn respect for those outside your own group - and this series does that very
well.

Other Matters (7
of 17)

Response

Program Title

Better Planet

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturdays 11:00 a.m. - Grit multicast channel

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times aired

13

at regularly
scheduled time
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target

13 years to 16 years

Child Audience
from
Describe the

Better Planet TV features stories about helping the environment. The show serves the educational and

educational and

informational needs of children 13 to 16 years of age with its program content, including the importance

informational

of learning about our environment and ways to improve the quality of life for everyone in the world. The

objective of the

series allows teenagers to explore how individuals in various nations are creating new products and

program and how

changing existing behaviors that lead to improvements and efficiencies in everyday life. The series also

it meets the

offers young viewers scientific information about the ever-changing ecosystem of the earth.

definition of Core
Programming.

Other
Matters (8 of
17)

Response

Program Title

Make: television

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturdays 11:30 a.m. - Grit multicast channel

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
from
Describe the

Make: television is the do-it-yourself series for a new generation! It celebrates "Makers" - the inventors,

educational

artists, geeks and just plain everyday folks who mix new and old technology to create new-fangled marvels.

and

Make TV serves the educational and informational needs of children 13 to 16 years of age with its program

informational

content, which focuses on the importance of the creative process when developing new inventions. The

objective of

series features a wide variety of individuals combining their imagination with scientific principles to transform

the program

ordinary junk into an assortment of engineering wonders. From Tesla coils to t-shirt cannons, from cigar-box

and how it

guitars to giant video projectors, imagination is turned into reality! Teen viewers get to see practical math,

meets the

science, technology and engineering concepts combined to create incredible new inventions.

definition of
Core
Programming.

Other Matters
(9 of 17)

Response

Program Title

Ocean Mysteries

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturdays 12:00 noon - Grit multicast channel

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

13 years to 16 years

Child
Audience from
Describe the

Ocean Mysteries offers a fresh approach to the quest for aquatic understanding by blending stories of

educational

fascinating sea creatures, comparisons to popular land animals, and analogies to human experience. The

and

ocean is a mirror - reflecting all the wonders and mysteries of life - and the deeper we look, the more we

informational

see ourselves. Georgia Aquarium, together with Litton Entertainment and Jeff Corwin, is taking the

objective of

cameras around the world in an effort to fathom the ancient connections between life in the sea - and life

the program

on the rest of the planet. The show features unique creatures, exotic locations and fascinating stories that

and how it

quickly draw the whole family into the journeys that the team of experts take as they unlock the mysteries

meets the

of the ocean.

definition of
Core
Programming.

Other Matters (10 of 17)

Response

Program Title

Future Phenoms

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program

Saturdays 12:30 p.m. - Grit multicast channel

Regularly Scheduled
Total times aired at regularly

13

scheduled time
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

13 years to 16 years

Audience from
Describe the educational

A show focusing on today's youth as they pursue their dreams of becoming the next sports

and informational objective

superstars. This program is specifically designed to further the educational and informational

of the program and how it

needs of children, and has educating and informing children as a significant purpose, and

meets the definition of Core

otherwise meets the definition of Core Programming as specified in the Commission rules.

Programming.

Other Matters (11 of
17)

Response

Program Title

Missing

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program

Saturdays 10:00 a.m. Escape multicast channel

Regularly Scheduled
Total times aired at

13

regularly scheduled
time
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

13 years to 16 years

Audience from
Describe the

"Missing" is a weekly half-hour reality series featuring actual cases of missing individuals, both adult

educational and

and juvenile, from across the United States "Missing" serves the educational and informational

informational

needs of children 13 to 16 years of age with its program content, including safety tips and real life

objective of the

stories using various resources to help find missing people. The show is also a public service to

program and how it

communities across the United States and is endorsed by the National Center for Missing and

meets the definition

Exploited Children.

of Core Programming.

Other
Matters (12
of 17)

Response

Program Title

Teen Kids News

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturdays 10:30 a.m. - Escape multicast channel

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times
aired at
regularly
scheduled
time

13

Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
from
Describe the

The mission of TEEN KIDS' NEWS is to produce a weekly news program that will provide information and

educational

news to kids in a manner that is compelling as well as highly entertaining. It is designed to appeal to the

and

audience on its own level. The focus of the program is young people, always letting them tell their stories in

informational

their own words. The large, diverse news anchor team will be unique in television and have great appeal to

objective of

kids who will identify and emulate them. This program will serve the audience in a way that will make a real

the program

difference in their lives. It will insert the clear voice of the kid into the adult-dominated media and provide a

and how it

unique perspective to the news that is not currently available on network television. This is a unique way of

meets the

doing business in the crowded world of television news. There is no current news programming that features

definition of

actual kids reporting to other kids on television. There have been shows by adults working with kids but

Core

none that a young audience can literally identify with. TKN will fill that void and become the first program in

Programming.

history that will develop the next generation of news viewers. The 101 year old educational publisher will
contribute editorial support and script editing to make stories more age appropriate. Weekly Reader Polls
will be featured on the program as well as content from their magazines which reach 11 million children.
News Scripts will posted on web site to allow teachers to use them to conduct mock newscasts in the
classroom. A regular feature each week will come from Children's Pressline, the international news service
that has produced stories for the last 25 years to bring the authentic voices of children and teens to opinion
leaders, policymakers and the general public.

Other Matters (13 of 17)

Response

Program Title

So You Want to Be

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program Regularly Scheduled

Saturdays 11:00 a.m. - Escape multicast
channel

Total times aired at regularly scheduled time

13

Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience from

13 years to 16 years

Describe the educational and informational objective of the program and

This program examines various seemingly

how it meets the definition of Core Programming.

glamorous careers from the inside.

Other
Matters (14
of 17)

Response

Program Title

Tomorrow Today

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturdays 11:30 a.m. - Escape multicast channel

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Length of
Program

30 mins

Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
from
Describe the

Tomorrow Today focuses on current topics in research, and is aimed at anyone who is interested in ongoing

educational

projects in Germany and Europe. Our reports use terms and concepts that are easily understood, portrayed

and

in interesting ways, and address the core issues at stake. The show presents a comprehensive overview of

informational

the latest trends in science and research. Expert journalists present lively reports from scientific fields that

objective of

are important for the future - from space exploration to medical research, from the latest insights in

the program

psychology to planning the cities of tomorrow. Biographic reports introduce the people behind the latest

and how it

developments and explain the work performed by outstanding scientists in the past. Tomorrow Today looks

meets the

at the effects that this research has on our daily lives, and in-depth interviews with accredited experts on the

definition of

show make the background and human aspect of science an interactive, tangible experience.

Core
Programming.

Other
Matters (15
of 17)

Response

Program Title

Teen Kids News

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturdays 12:00 noon - Escape multicast channel

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
from
Describe the

The mission of TEEN KIDS' NEWS is to produce a weekly news program that will provide information and

educational

news to kids in a manner that is compelling as well as highly entertaining. It is designed to appeal to the

and

audience on its own level. The focus of the program is young people, always letting them tell their stories in

informational

their own words. The large, diverse news anchor team will be unique in television and have great appeal to

objective of

kids who will identify and emulate them. This program will serve the audience in a way that will make a real

the program

difference in their lives. It will insert the clear voice of the kid into the adult-dominated media and provide a

and how it

unique perspective to the news that is not currently available on network television. This is a unique way of

meets the

doing business in the crowded world of television news. There is no current news programming that features

definition of

actual kids reporting to other kids on television. There have been shows by adults working with kids but

Core

none that a young audience can literally identify with. TKN will fill that void and become the first program in

Programming.

history that will develop the next generation of news viewers. The 101 year old educational publisher will
contribute editorial support and script editing to make stories more age appropriate. Weekly Reader Polls
will be featured on the program as well as content from their magazines which reach 11 million children.
News Scripts will posted on web site to allow teachers to use them to conduct mock newscasts in the
classroom. A regular feature each week will come from Children's Pressline, the international news service
that has produced stories for the last 25 years to bring the authentic voices of children and teens to opinion
leaders, policymakers and the general public.

Other Matters (16 of
17)

Response

Program Title

Missing

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program

Saturdays 12:30 p.m. - Escape multicast channel

Regularly Scheduled
Total times aired at

13

regularly scheduled
time
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

13 years to 16 years

Audience from
Describe the

"Missing" is a weekly half-hour reality series featuring actual cases of missing individuals, both adult

educational and

and juvenile, from across the United States "Missing" serves the educational and informational

informational

needs of children 13 to 16 years of age with its program content, including safety tips and real life

objective of the

stories using various resources to help find missing people. The show is also a public service to

program and how it

communities across the United States and is endorsed by the National Center for Missing and

meets the definition

Exploited Children.

of Core Programming.

Other Matters
(17 of 17)

Response

Program Title

Young America Outdoors

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturdays 1:00 p.m. & 1:30 p.m.

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

26

aired at
regularly
scheduled time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

13 years to 16 years

Child
Audience from
Describe the

This program provides important information about leading a healthy and active lifestyle, "YOUNG

educational

AMERICA OUTDOORS" is an outdoor recreation-based television series and addresses the educational

and

needs of children and adolescents in the age category 13 to 16 years. The series introduces young

informational

viewers to a wide variety of outdoor activities, explaining the benefits of keeping fit while exploring wonders

objective of

of nature. Various episodes focus on hiking and camping, swimming and water skiing, rock-climbing and

the program

mountaineering, explaining how to get the most benefit from outdoor activities while keeping safe and

and how it

respecting the environment. Information is presented in a concise and logical manner that will engage and

meets the

inform its target audience.

definition of
Core
Programming.

Certification

Question

Response

The undersigned certifies that he or she is (a) the party filing the Children's Television Programming, or an
officer, director, member, partner, trustee, authorized employee, or other individual or duly elected or appointed
official who is authorized to sign on behalf of the party filing the Children's Television Programming; or (b) an
attorney qualified to practice before the Commission under 47 C.F.R. Section 1.23(a), who is authorized to
represent the party filing the Children's Television Programming, and who further certifies that he or she has
read the document; that to the best of his or her knowledge, information,and belief there is good ground to
support it; and that it is not interposed for delay.
FAILURE TO SIGN THIS APPLICATION MAY RESULT IN DISMISSAL OF THE APPLICATION AND
FORFEITURE OF ANY FEES PAID
Upon grant of this application, the Authorization Holder may be subject to certain construction or coverage
requirements. Failure to meet the construction or coverage requirements will result in automatic cancellation of
the Authorization. Consult appropriate FCC regulations to determine the construction or coverage requirements
that apply to the type of Authorization requested in this application.
WILLFUL FALSE STATEMENTS MADE ON THIS FORM OR ANY ATTACHMENTS ARE PUNISHABLE BY
FINE AND/OR IMPRISONMENT (U.S. Code, Title 18, §1001) AND/OR REVOCATION OF ANY STATION
AUTHORIZATION (U.S. Code, Title 47, §312(a)(1)), AND/OR FORFEITURE (U.S. Code, Title 47, §503).
I certify that this application includes all required and relevant attachments.
I declare, under penalty of perjury, that I am an authorized representative of the above-named applicant for the

PMCM

Authorization(s) specified above.

TV, LLC

Attachments

No Attachments.

